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Each of the Pixa® Range listed has these outstanding features:
4 Waterproof up to a depth of 1 m for 30 minutes. IP67
4 Constant Lighting technology with no fading light — when the
batteries are near depletion, indicated by a blinking light, these
headlamps switch to reserve lighting of 10 lumens lasting from
6.5 hours [Pixa® 1] to 13 hours [Pixa® 2 and 3].
4 Built to withstand a fall of up to 2 m
4 Chemical resistant
4 Withstands a crushing pressure of 80 kg 4 Washable headband
4 Designed for use in explosive environments [ATEX: zone 2/22]
4 Chunky selector knob is easy to use even with gloves
4 The body can be rotated to protect the lens and lock off the switch
4 All torches come with a mounting plate for direct attachment to
Vertex and Alveo helmets [page 320]
4 Can also be placed on the ground with the light tilted to suit your
work position
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Lumens

The PIXA® line comes in three models adapted for different uses:
Pixa 1: An economical and very
popular choice, mainly used for
close range work. Wide beam in two
modes [high and low].

Petzl Core Large capacity Li-Ion 1250 mAh
rechargeable battery for use with the Tikkina®®
and the Tactikka® . Universal charging via the
integrated USB port [cable included]. Charging
indicator displayed on the battery.
Petzl Core Battery			weight							code			 price
					23 g								PETE99ACA		 £21.67


Fantastic
Value!

Petzl Tikkina® An excellent everyday headlamp with a wide
beam and three lighting modes. At maximum brightness [150 lumens]
the headlamp has a range of 55 m and burns for 60 hours. Max autonomy
mode [5 lumens] has a range of 10 m and a burn time of 220 hours. Black.
4 Push button for quick lighting mode selection
4 Washable elastic headband that’s easily adjusted
4 Easy open battery case for fast battery changes
150
Lumens Water resistant for all-weather use IPX4. Battery compatibility: 3 x AAA/LR03 batteries
[included] or CORE rechargeable battery [sold separately - see above]. Five-year guarantee.
Petzl Tikkina®				weight inc batteries			code			 price
					85 g								PETE91ABA		 £18.33

Pe tz l
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Pixa 2: The mid range option used
for both close range work [wide
beam] and walk lighting [mixed
beam pattern].

100
Lumens

Pixa 3: Top of the range version
offering the perfect solution for a
wide range of situations, from close
range work to walk lighting and
even long distance lighting using a
focussed beam of up to 90 m.

Lumens

Petzl PIXA®		
		
PIXA 1
PIXA 2
PIXA 3
334

red lighting to preserve night vision and Petzl Core rechargeable battery
included . Max Power of 350 lumens at 95 m for 2 hours. Black.
4 Three white light modes: max autonomy, standard, max power
4 Two red light modes: proximity [2 lumens for 40 hours] and strobe
4 Five position swivel so light is easily aimed where needed
4 Comfortable and adjustable elastic headband with a clasp
350 4 Constant Lighting technology
Lumens
Water resistant for all-weather use IPX4. Operates on the Petzl Core [included] or 3 x AAA/
LR03 batteries [not included] without the need for adaptor. Five-year guarantee.
Petzl Tactikka® Core			 weight incl Petzl Core		 code			 price
					82 g								PETE99ADA		 £45.83



Petzl PIXA® Range Designed specifically for professionals
who regularly work in the dark. One of their main benefits is their
durability: if it gets thrown into your kit bag or dropped from a lighting
truss [2 m] there is a very good chance they will not break. Reliable and
easy to use providing lighting whilst keeping hands free for efficient,
comfortable work. 2 x AA batteries [included]. Three-year guarantee.

Petzl Tactikka® Core Lightweight multi-beam headlamp with



Twice as
bright, longer
burn time

Includes
Petzl Core
battery!



Headlamp Torches
Essential kit for working backstage especially during lighting rehearsals.
Frees up both hands allowing you to concentrate on the job and hang on
to the ladder. The light source is close to your eyes ensuring the beam is
thrown just where it is needed. Also handy for cycling home and outdoor
pursuits. All our head torches are individually tested and have a threeyear guarantee.

battery life [ANSI/NEMA FL1]
close 		 med 		 long		
22 h 30 n/a		 n/a		
39 h			 16 h 30 n/a		
39 h 		 19 h 30 16 h 30

T: 020 7703 9786

weight code			
incl batteries
165 g		 PETE78AHB2		
166 g		 PETE78BHB2		
168 g		 PETE78CHB2		

price
£27.00
£39.50
£54.00

E + L I T E®

Ultralight and very compact,
the e+LITE® emergency
50
headlamp should always be
Lumens
with you. Ready to use in its
neat storage case, it can be stored with its batteries for 10 years
Includes a
in a vest or an emergency kit, etc. Its white or red, continuous or
whistle!
strobe lighting allows you to be seen and to signal an emergency.
4 White close range work mode [15 lumens up to 6 m] allows
you to move around easily in the dark
4 For emergency situations, the red LED allows you to be seen from a
distance [100 m for 15 hours, or in strobe mode 100 m for 70 hours]
4 Locking on/off switch designed to prevent accidental operation
4 Resists extreme temperatures: -30 °C to +60 °C
Waterproof up to a depth of 1 m for 30 minutes, IPX7. Operates on 2 lithium CR2032 batteries
[included]. Certification: Certified CE, ATEX [Ex II 3 GD Ex in IIC T6, Ex tD A22, IP 68 T85oC].
Petzl E+Lite®				weight inc batteries			code			 price
					26 g								PETE02P4			
£21.67
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